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NANO CHRISMY
By Teresa Sapey

This was inspired by natural and elegant shapes that climb towards its peak with each to-
and-fro movement of its silhouette. Its interior lighting creates a truly enveloping
atmosphere to enjoy in different spaces. This is a renewed classic, refined in its timeless
modernity, and easily adaptable. Pure visual magic is achieved through its logical
continuity.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/49069

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

0.35 Kg

Finishes

LACQUERED

Ref. 49069F

Lacquered Polyethylene

LIGHT

Ref. 49069W

White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 49069Y

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

COLOR LACQUERED /
LACADO LUZ

ICE         
KAKI         

NAVY         
TAUPE         
PLUM         
ECRU         
BEIGE         
WHITE         
BLACK         

BRONZE         

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49069
https://www.vondom.com/designers/teresa-sapey/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49069
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STEEL         
ANTHRACITE         
CHAMPAGNE         

RED         
PISTACHIO         

ORANGE         
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CHRISMY 0,5m
By Teresa Sapey

This was inspired by natural and elegant shapes that climb towards its peak with each to-
and-fro movement of its silhouette. Its interior lighting creates a truly enveloping
atmosphere to enjoy in different spaces. This is a renewed classic, refined in its timeless
modernity, and easily adaptable. Pure visual magic is achieved through its logical
continuity.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/49070

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

3.01 Kg

Finishes

LIGHT

Ref. 49070W

White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED

Ref. 49070L

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Available only in matte ice white
finish. Remote control included.

RGBW LED DMX

Ref. 49070D

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 49070Y

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

COLOR LUZ

ICE     

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49070
https://www.vondom.com/designers/teresa-sapey/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49070
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CHRISMY 1m
By Teresa Sapey

This was inspired by natural and elegant shapes that climb towards its peak with each to-
and-fro movement of its silhouette. Its interior lighting creates a truly enveloping
atmosphere to enjoy in different spaces. This is a renewed classic, refined in its timeless
modernity, and easily adaptable. Pure visual magic is achieved through its logical
continuity.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/49073

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

11.5 Kg

Finishes

LIGHT

Ref. 49073W

White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED

Ref. 49073L

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Available only in matte ice white
finish. Remote control included.

RGBW LED DMX

Ref. 49073D

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 49073Y

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

COLOR LUZ

ICE     

Optional

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49073
https://www.vondom.com/designers/teresa-sapey/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49073
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HOLD

Holds the item in case of strong winds
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CHRISMY 1,5m
By Teresa Sapey

This was inspired by natural and elegant shapes that climb towards its peak with each to-
and-fro movement of its silhouette. Its interior lighting creates a truly enveloping
atmosphere to enjoy in different spaces. This is a renewed classic, refined in its timeless
modernity, and easily adaptable. Pure visual magic is achieved through its logical
continuity.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/49071

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

21.8 Kg

Finishes

LIGHT

Ref. 49071W

White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED

Ref. 49071L

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Available only in matte ice white
finish. Remote control included.

RGBW LED DMX

Ref. 49071D

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 49071Y

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

COLOR LUZ

ICE     

Optional

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49071
https://www.vondom.com/designers/teresa-sapey/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49071
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HOLD

Holds the item in case of strong winds
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CHRISMY 2m
By Teresa Sapey

This was inspired by natural and elegant shapes that climb towards its peak with each to-
and-fro movement of its silhouette. Its interior lighting creates a truly enveloping
atmosphere to enjoy in different spaces. This is a renewed classic, refined in its timeless
modernity, and easily adaptable. Pure visual magic is achieved through its logical
continuity.

View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/49072

Features

Description

Made of polyethylene resin by rotational moulding. 100% Recyclable. Item suitable
for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

Weight

60.6 Kg

Finishes

LIGHT

Ref. 49072W

White internally lit unit with LED technology. Available only in matte
ice white finish.

RGBW LED

Ref. 49072L

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Available only in matte ice white
finish. Remote control included.

RGBW LED DMX

Ref. 49072D

Unit with internal lighting with RGBW LED technology and remote
control unit for switching colors. Also controlLED by DMX-1024
(wireless), enabling communication between one or more products
simultaneously via the DMX transmitter (not included).

RGBW LED BATTERY

Ref. 49072Y

Unit with internal lighting with battery-powered RGBW LED
technology. Includes charger and remote control for switching
colors and charger. Available only in matte ice white finish.

COLOR LUZ

ICE     

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49072
https://www.vondom.com/designers/teresa-sapey/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=49072
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Optional

HOLD

Holds the item in case of strong winds
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